(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking "44" and inserting "53".

Prepared for possible use in FY 92 appropriations debate

(not used)
drafted Sep 1991

August 6, 1991
34% - originated in House in 1980
44%
25% report language
Joe Duffey was Chairman
Org. quarterly
Senate bill - put in incentives to
create state humanities

Prior to 1980:
States got 200,000
if excess. Then 25% forwarded to Chair
and remainder was allotted
in equal amounts.

change in 1980 raised Chair from 25 to
were three regional humanities

As a matter of practice - The NET
gives 1/2 to regionals which leaves
them with 3/2 million

NET needs guidance - Cheney has
not developed a coherent plan
is it formula driven?
Can't think of any other federal programs that work this way